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What is your idea / business and to whom is it
addressed?
I had already the business bit then we need to move into a other city. The city is
also much better to open that business again. It's a German fast-food business. I
sell pancake and selfmade hamburger and some meals like chicken filet with
vegetables.

How should the idea/business earn money?
That business brings every day minimum of 200 sales. The minimum monthly
income is per footcart around 400 us dollar. That's fine if you remember that the
total investment for one footcart is around 800 us dollar.

At what stage is the idea / business at the moment?
We are closed since 6 month. Our first location was not good. It was located on the
campus of a university. That's why the number of costumers was limited. I sold in 3
month around 7000 pancake plus burgers and meals. We moved because of two
reasons. Our new. Place is a 10 times bigger city, that will be good for our business.
The second reason is that my have have a planty of friends and relatives here. That
will make it easyer to manage it.

What do you need?
A foodcart is a motorbike with a sidewagaon and a trailer. I bought already the
motorbike. It's a Honda tmx 125 for 1000 USDollar. To build the sidewagon it takes
again 800 USDollar plus it would be perfect to build also the trailer. That will be
maybe 500 us dollar more. The plan is not to build only that vehicle. That company
will have a planty of vehicles first step location of operation is Philippines luzon,
cagayan and Isabela state. After 4 vehicles are build and operation it will go by
alone to build every month more vehicle (reinvest). After maybe 4 month operation
there will be also the option to sell that brand to a known company in the
Philippines who will franchise that brand.. Or better I do it by my own.
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